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Abstract 
Endovascular surgery is a relatively new, rapidly growing, clinical 
technique and research area. A new endovascular tool has been developed 
by Endovascular Development AB, the Liungman Guidewire Fixator (LGF) 
that secures the distal position of a guidewire. The design of the LGF 
resembles a nitinol (Nickel-Titanium) stent and exerts a radial force against 
the blood vessel wall. It is desirable to have a well-founded understanding 
of all the mechanical characteristics of the product from a medical 
technology safety perspective.  
 
There are different methods for uniformly measure the radial force of an 
object, i.e. where one single total radial force represents the entire object.  
This report investigates the possibility for segmented radial force 
measurement by the development of a new measuring instrument. A 
prototype of the measuring instrument has been produced to test if the 
proposed method can be implemented or not.  
 
The prototype has been designed, developed and constructed to measure the 
radial force of individual segments of the stent. The stent segments were 
created using iris diaphragms and their resistance to radial change were 
measured using strain gauges. The concept was to measure the radial force 
differences between each segment with respect to the diameter of the stent.  
The results show a large and high intensity variation of data due to the strain 
gauge application. The variation is due to disturbances and flaws in the 
manufacturing process. On the other hand, one can see that the values for 
the radial forces of the segments for them different LGFs provide reasonable 
magnitudes. Some experiments also presents results similar to previous 
experiments. However, at the same time, no statistically significant 
conclusion can be drawn. The concept and the theory should work if the 
errors are changed. In summary, the proposal is to further develop the 
prototype and complement the experiment using finite element analysis. 
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Sammanfattning 
Endovaskulär kirurgi är ett relativt nytt, snabbt växande klinisk teknologi 
och forskningsområde. Ett nytt endovaskulärt verktyg har utvecklats av 
Endovascular Development AB, Liungman Guidewire Fixator (LGF) som 
fäster änden av ledaren i önskad position. Konstruktionen av LGF består av 
en nitinol (nickel-titan) stent som utövar en radiell kraft mot blodkärlets 
vägg. Det är önskvärt att ha en välgrundad förståelse för alla mekaniska 
egenskaper hos produkten från ett medicintekniskt säkerhetsperspektiv. 
 
Idag finns olika metoder för att uniformt mäta den radiella kraften, d.v.s. där 
en enskild radiell kraft får representera hela objektet. Denna rapport 
undersöker huruvida man kan mäta segmenterad radiell kraft med hjälp av 
framtagning av ett nytt mätinstrument. Under projektet togs en prototyp 
fram för att testa konceptets realiserbarhet.  
 
Prototypen som utvecklats och konstruerats mäter radiell kraft i enskilda 
segment av stentet för att på så sätt kunna finna skillnader i kraft mellan de 
olika segmenten. Segmenten skapades med hjälp av iris-diafragmor som 
sammansatts med töjningsgivare vars svar översattes till kraft. Konceptet 
var att mäta den radiella kraften i varje segment med avseende på diametern 
på stentet. Resultaten visar stor variation på datat som lästes in av 
töjningsgivarna. Variationen beror på eventuella störningar och brister i 
själva konstruktionen. Däremot kan man se att värdena för dem radiella 
krafterna för dem olika testerna ger rimliga storleksordningar. Vissa 
experiment visar dessutom likheter med tidigare experiment. Samtidigt kan 
ingen statistisk signifikant slutsats dras. Principen och teorin för konceptet 
borde funka om felen ändras till. Sammanfattningsvis är förslaget att man 
utvecklar vidare prototypen samt kompletterar experimentet med finita 
element metoder.  
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1. Introduction  
 
Before the 1980s, open surgery was the primary option for treatments of 
patients diagnosed with aortic disease. However, looking at the last 20 
years, endovascular methods have emerged and are gradually replacing 
open surgery as the preferred method. In general, in an endovascular 
treatment the surgeon places a stentgraft implant in the vessel covering the 
entire inside of the aneurysm which will lead to reduced blood pressure 
against the wall of the diseased artery and thus prevent the artery from 
complete failure[1,5,8].   
 
The endovascular technique of subsequently introducing wires, catheters 
and similar is called the Seldinger technique which is monitored throughout 
the process using x-ray equipment, usually angiography[5,8].     
 
Before a catheter can be inserted a desired location in the anatomy, a 
guidewire is needed. When the guidewire is in the correct position, it guides 
the way for the catheter. It is important for the surgeon that the guidewire 
remains in an accurate position in order to perform the endovascular 
intervention; securely and efficiently[8]. 
 
A common problem in these interventions is the difficulty for the surgeon to 
achieve a stable guidewire position, especially in difficult and challenging 
anatomies which could be caused by movement of organs, vessels twisted in 
different directions and/or complicated geometries. A stable guidewire 
position would allow for the surgeon to perform parallel interventions and 
avoid having to reposition the guidewire. A lost guidewire position could 
lead to increased risk of complications due to extended operating hours and 
possible dissections[1]. 
 
To solve the problem of lost guidewire position, Endovascular Development 
AB has developed a medical device called the Liungman Guidewire Fixator 
(LGF). This product allows the surgeon to temporarily fixate the guidewire 
in a vessel while allowing continuous blood flow through the fixator. The 
LGF is self-expandable and is secured in the vessel by a radial expansion 
towards the vessel wall, just like a stentgraft. The expansion leads to a radial 
force acting on the wall, thus giving the LGF a self-force deformation 
characteristics. Unlike a stent, the LGF can easily be collapsed and removed 
from the vessel at the end of the procedure[8]. 
 
Today, it is possible to measure the force exerted by a stent using technical 
equipment such as the RX550/650 developed by MSI[14]. There are 
however some problems with applying this technique to a LGF. Since the 
LGF is a shape memory alloy, it has specific mechanical properties creating 
a dynamical force distribution when under pressure. Therefore, existing 
techniques do not fully describe the dynamical force distribution of the LGF 
and whether it exerts larger forces in different points, so called hotspots. 
Therefore, it is desirable to investigate if it is possible to develop a 
measuring equipment that can segment the radial force by unit of length 
along the LGF central axis.  
 
The dynamical force distribution of self-expandable stents is of interest 
because it will allow manufacturers, engineers, surgeons and developers not 
only to obtain a better understanding of the impact that the stent has on 
different anatomies in the body, but also in development work and research 
for the next generation of medical implantable stents. In this way, self-
expandable stents can be fully investigated and characterized. 
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This thesis includes an investigation into developing a new measuring 
device that can determine the segmented radial force characteristics of the 
LGF while simultaneously applying a segmentally circumferential load.    
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2. Method  
 
The method section is divided into four parts; theory and definitions, design, 
preparations and experimental setup. The management section describes the 
definitions and preparations performed before project implementation. The 
design part describes how the concept for the device was obtained and how 
the device was constructed, including materials. The analysis section 
presents both the pre-experimental calculations needed for the product 
development and the post-experimental calculations for data analysis. 
Finally, the experimental setup and procedure is presented.     
 
2.1 Theory and definitions   
 
2.1.1 General defintions   
Radial force RF in this report will represent the radial resistive force as well 
as the chronic outward force according to the concept of the total radial 
force (TRF). The radial force (RF) will therefore represent both the chronic 
outward force when compressed and the radial resistive force when 
expanded. The concept of Hoop force is thus merged into this concept. 
Basically, the RF is the force exerted by the stent in the perpendicular 
directions with respect to the central axis of the LGF, both outwards and 
inwards. Figure 1 shows the stipulative definition of the RF.   
 

 
 
 

Figure 1. Stipulative definition of RF for each segment (SG) of the self-expandable stent.  
  
2.1.2 Resource management  
 
Phase 2 of the project processed the management of the resource 
compilation. Since the developed device needs different components; 
different companies and contacts were required. 
 
Table 1. The company providing the main electronic components was HBM electronics[17]. 
Thorlabs Inc. was the main provider of the mechanical components of the design[18].   
Components  Provider  Cost  
Electronics (strain gagues 
and gadgets) 

HBM Electronics  1000 SEK 

Processing (software and 
amplifiers)  

Department of construction 
– Royal Institute of 
technology  

Free  

Mechanics (Iris diaphragms)  Thorlabs Inc.  1800 SEK 
 
2.2 Design  
 
2.2.1 Concept process   
Initially in the product development procedure, a requirement 
specification/criteria was produced. It describes the terms and relationships 
that must exist in within the system in order for the device to function and 
operate as desired. The limitations of the product are the input of a stent and 
the output of raw data based on mechanical forces developed in the device. 
Figure 2 shows the block diagram of the concept.  
 

    SG1    SG2  SG3  SG4    SG5 
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LGF (SE-stent) 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2. General ideation. The device as a function of the LGF. 

 
When it comes to the functional requirements of the device, six points have 
to be considered (see Table 2).  
 
Table 2. Functional criteria for the device.  
  Functional Requirements 
1. The stent must be fixed in the global x,y and z direction. The sensors 
must be fixed in the global x, y and z direction (see Figure 3).  
2. The sensors on the construction must be able to sense deformation of the 
stent. Directly or indirectly.  
3. The sensors should represent a measuring unit on the LGF.   
4. To have an even circumferential applied input force, the LGF must be 
enclosed 360° when input forces are applied.  
5. The circumferential input force must be uniform, i.e. same input force 
applied on the same time on all segments.  
6. The sensor itself or its cantilevers cannot touch each other.   
 
The next step was to consider the scale of the device, whether it should be a 
more general prototype to test the function or a complete fully sensitive 
device. The concept regarding the segmentation issue was also presented at 
this part of the project. The decision was to make it a general prototype to 
test the principal concept and the functionality of the techniques at hand.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3. Global reference in a cartesian coordinate system (x, y, z) for the LGF stent. 
 
2.2.2 Materials   
 
2.2.2.1 Foundation  
The foundation of the device was constructed by 5 mm thick plexiglass with 
one rubber leg at each of the four corners. To attach the iris diaphragms 
(presented in the next section) to the plexiglass plate, a piece of plastic tube 
with a diameter of 10 mm was used. The tube was enclosed using plastic 
locks on each side as presented in Figure 7. The reason for using the 
plexiglass as a foundation was due to availability in the lab and its 
suitability for this type of application.  
 

Data representing segmented 
radial force The new measuring  

instrument  
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2.2.2.2 Iris diaphragms  
Iris diaphragm is a mechanical construction consisting of circumferential 
blades. The movement of the blades is controlled by a pin on the rim of the 
diaphragm. The iris diaphragms were provided by Thorlabs Inc. Each 
diaphragm weight approximately 9.1 g, detailed dimensions are available in 
Appendix 4. The iris diaphragms were used to circumferentially crush the 
LGF. 
 
2.2.2.3 Aluminium  
Aluminium cantilevers were used for the pulling arm mechanism. The 
cantilevers were cut into 5 mm wide strips to match the strain gauges, for 
higher sensitivity aluminium of 0.5 mm in thickness was used. The reason 
for using aluminium is due to its very good strain characteristics. It was 
important to choose a cantilever material with the right elasticity for the 
sensors. It must be elastic enough to return to its original shape after 
unloading, like a mechanical spring. Aluminium complies with these 
requirements and is often used in low power transducers[19], leading to a 
good strain signal during load, normally around 1000µm/m at full load[19].  
 
2.2.2.4 Strain gauges with wire connections 
The sensors used in the device are strain gauges. The strain gauges are 
provided by HBM electronics. The model of the gauges is CLY41-4L-3M 
with three wire connections going out from the endplates and a resistance of 
120 Ω ± 0.35 %. The gauge factor, k, is measured to be 1.98 ± 1.0 %. Its 
tape on area is 5mm*8mm, as can be seen in Figure 4. When used with 
aluminium and at room temperature (between 15-25° C) the temperature 
responses of the strain gauges do not need to be taken into consideration. 
 
   
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4. Strain gauge used in the device with three wire connections. From HBM electronics; 
model CLY41-4L-3M. Measuring grid: a = 3 mm, d = 1,2 mm. Measuring grid carrier: b = 5 

mm, c = 8 mm. Reprinted with the permission of the author [17]. 
 
2.2.2.5 Bridge amplifier   
The forces that will be applied on the device will be small, maximally 8 N. 
This leads to very small changes in the strain of the aluminium. The strain 
gauge will be able to sense these small strains but only in levels of 
micrometers per meter which will only cause a millivolt (mV) output. 
Therefore, a bridge amplifier was necessary to amplify the signal. The 
bridge amplifier used here (model spider8 600Hz/DC 2003) was provided 
by the Laboratory department of construction science at the Royal Institute 
of Technology and produced and developed by HBM electronics.  
 
2.2.2.6 Specimens    
The specimens for the experiments is the different LGFs.  

- One LGF8 with resting diameter of 8mm, non-sterile when used.  
- One LGF11 with resting diameter of 11mm, non-sterile when used.  
- One LGF14 with resting diameter of 14 mm, non sterile when 

used.  
 
2.2.3 Design sketching using AutoCAD  
To sketch and design the device, AutoCAD 2017 from AutoDesk was used. 
This software was chosen due access to student license (from Royal Institute 
of Technology), high performance capacity and many different 3D 
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designing modules. The software allows for drawing the device based on 
dimensions and 3D view.     
 
2.2.3.1 Dimensions  
To determine the dimensions of the device, calculations were made to make 
sure all forces and deformations were considered.  
 
2.2.3.1.1 Length of the aluminium cantilever  
As can be seen in Figure 5, the aluminium cantilever for controlling the pin 
and so the blades is the cantilever for measuring the strain represented by 
the force the stent exerts. The device was designed so that all dynamic 
friction forces could be ignored. When the cantilevers are pulled, the pins on 
the irises will change height causing a direction difference in the pulling 
force. 
 
The challenge was about understanding how the angle β was related to the 
angle α so that the length L of the cantilevers could be calculated.  
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5. Drawing of pulling cantilever with angles β, α and lengths pointed out. Utgångsläge = 
start and finish point, Vändläge = turning point. 

 
Since the angle α was known, the length d could be determined as the 
difference in height after half of the pulling time:  
 
By implementing trigonometry:  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Since the length of the opposite side of the angle of interest is known, length 
L can be calculated by investigating the limit for when β approaches 0. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
2.2.3.1.2 Integration of the iris diaphragms   
The iris diaphragms used in the design were required to match the size of 
the LGF stent. A five-segment measuring unit prototype with 5 mm width 
diaphragms were chosen to match the cross-headed length of the LGF. 
Since the largest LGF has a diameter of 14 mm, the eye of the diaphragm 
must have a maximum aperture matching this. Details of the dimensions of 

β 

α
α	

c 7,8 cm 
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the irises are presented in Appendix 4. The blades of the irises are greased, 
meaning that their relative frictional forces are small enough to be ignored 
in this experiment. However, in chapter 2.3.2, calibrations are presented 
explaining how the relationship of the forces with and without the input of 
the stent can be understood.  
 
2.2.2.2 Drawings  
Figure 6 presents two different perspectives of the same sketch from 
AutoCAD. The initial conceptual drawings can be seen having three irises. 
The final device has five instead of three segments as presented in Figure 6. 
These figures are presented to view the conceptual idea of how the device is 
meant to work.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6. First conceptual AutoCAD drawing of the device. From left: sketch, x-ray wireframe 
and realistic drawing. This drawing only show three cantilevers, the final prototype, however, 

has five.  
 
2.2.4 Construction  
This part presents assembling of the device. The laboratory where the 
device was built was located at the Uppsala University Hospital in Uppsala.  
 
Materials used for the assembly:  

- Z70 Adhesive for strain gauges.  
- RMS 1 – mixture of isopropanol and acetone.  
- DREMEL® 3000 drill model 225 with 10000 - 33000 circles/min. 
- Crazy glue (cyanoacrylates). 
- D-sub with screws, SUBCON 15/M-SH, Phoenix Contact.  
- Screws and screwdrivers.  
- Black electric tape.  
- Scissors.     

 
First, the foundation was prepared by cleaning the plexiglass. Then, two 
times two matching holes were made in the tube and in the plexiglass. Two 
screws secured the tube to the plexiglass. Four rubber feet were attached to 
the bottom of the plexiglass, one in each corner. The irises were inserted 
next to each other at the center of the tube, which had a 90° opening at the 
top to allow pin movement. The irises were secured in place using a plastic 
lid on both ends of the tube. The aluminium cantilevers were cut according 
to dimensions stated above using the DREMEL 3000 drill and scissors. 
Crazy glue was used to secure the cantilever design. The cantilever surfaces 
had to be treated carefully to prepare the surface to be bonded using the 
following protocol[17].   
 

- General cleaning using water to remove large dirt from the bonding 
site.  

- Coarse cleaning using surface disinfection to remove paint, rust, 
and other impurities around the measuring point.  

- Levelling to remove scratches, bulges and other irregularities by 
grinding the aluminium.   

- Degreasing using a cleaning agent such as the RMS1-mixture of 
isopropanol and acetone to remove grease and other particles from 
the surface.    
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- Roughening by sandblasting the surface to receive a slightly rough 
surface.  

- Fine cleaning using tweezers and the solvent (RMS1) and stroke 
the measuring point.  

 
In addition to surface preparation the strain gauge also needs preparation, 
regarding its positioning and installation of the sensor. By using adhesive 
tape, the strain gauge was put into place. The bonding area was cleaned with 
RMS1 before being attached to the cantilever.   
 
The holes of the cantilevers were connected to the pins of the irises using 
tape. The opposite single hole was connected to the PASCO cart (for details, 
see section 2.3.1). The wires were connected to the D-subs according to the 
scheme in Appendix 2 and into the spider8 bridge amplifier channels 0 to 4.  
 

Figure 7. The active site of the device, stent is inserted into the iris diaphragms. Aluminium 
cantilevers and strain gauges attached. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 8. The entire setup. 

 
2.3 Preparations    
 
2.3.1 Equipment  
In order to both retrieve, analyze and evaluate the raw data, different 
equipment and tools were used.   
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2.3.1.1 CATMAN Professional 6.0  
The software CATMAN Professional version 6.0 was used for data 
acquisition. This allowed for data visualization, analysis and storage during 
the measurement and reporting after experimental procedures. CATMAN 
was used for its simple configuration steps and free license versions. The 
software receives the data communicated to the bridge amplifier, i.e. the 
strains from the sensors are registered in the software. The software has a 
function that allows saving the data to Microsoft excel, which simplifies 
further analysis. To configure the device for the intended use, two files were 
programmed using the Spider 8´s own language. One file for the I/O 
definitions (.IOD file) configuration and one file to configure the device 
setup channels (.S8 file),(see Appendix 3 for details of the script).          
 
2.3.1.2 Microsoft Excel  
Microsoft Office Excel 2011 was used for data conversion, visualization and 
storage. Raw data acquired from the CATMAN Pro was saved as an .xlsx 
file with data representing the strain [µm/m]. Microsoft Excel was used to 
convert the data to forces [N] by applying the equations presented in section 
2.3.2.3.2 to the data set. 

 
2.3.1.3 PASCO force carts 
To ensure accurate comparison to the force that will be determined by the 
analysis of the strain in the aluminium, it is important to know the input load 
acting on the metal. To view the input load in [N] PASCO cart was used. 
The PASCO cart, provided by PASCO scientific is designed to pull the 
device and measure the pull force, resulting in high quality real-time data 
acquisition of input load. The cart is connected to an engine to automatically 
and constantly pull the cantilevers of the device. The cart was elevated with 
2,5 cm from z=0 to assure a level cantilever pulling line.  
 
2.3.2 Fundamental physical principles      
This section presents the technical concepts of the device while also 
explaining the calculations made for achieving the final results.  
 
2.3.2.1 Strain gauges – fundamental physical principle 
Strain gauges measure the strain on objects surface. They sense the change 
in electrical resistance as the object is stretched. The relationship between 
that change and the amount of stretching is linear and proportional. For the 
stretching of a wire, the resistance increases according to:  

 
 
 
 
 
 
The gauge factor, k, is the constant that relates the strain to the wires 
resistance which can be seen as the ratio of the percentage differences. The 
resistance and the gauge factor as a function of strain can therefore be 
written as:  
 
 
 
 
The gauge factor for this 
application; was presented in 
section 2.2.2.4. Strain gauge 
placement is very important since it 
affects the sensitivity of the sensor. 
Since only one strain gauge is 
used per segment, the sensitivity Figure 9. Misalignment of the strain gauge 

(when glued on the measuring surface) with 6 
degrees. Reprinted with the permission of the 
author[21].  
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of the sensors is not expected to be high. Furthermore, to illustrate this 
consideration, an example is provided. If the strain gauge is misaligned by 
an angle of θ° or higher, illustrated in (Figure 9) a specific relationship 
occurs. The x-axis represents the direction of intended strain measuring. The 
strain vs. misalignment relation can be expressed by: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Where ε is representing the strain. This describes that 99 % of the strain is 
linear strain in the x-direction, 10 % of the strain is shear strain, i.e. strain 
between 0 and 90° from the x-axes and 1 % of the strain is perpendicular to 
the desired direction. If the shear stresses are very small, misaligned strain 
gauges can still provide accurate values but if the shear stress is too high, 
which is expected in this type of experiment, it will affect the output 
data[21].   
 
2.3.2.2 The bridge amplifier circuit theory    
In general, a bridge amplifier splits the input signal into two operational 
amplifier circuits. One amplifier circuit inverts while the other does not, by 
choosing correct resistor values, both circuits should have the same gain 
amplitude. The load is applied between the outputs of the two operational 
amplifiers. Meaning that the bridge amplifier is a factor-of-two multiplier 
which increases the voltage over the load making it more sensitive[20].   
 
2.3.2.3 Force calculations 

 
2.3.2.3.1 General force concept   
The general concept of the radial force in this thesis is going to be based on 
the concept of segmented RF. The hoop force terminology focuses more on 
the affect of the stress in within the vessel wall and will therefore not be 
used to represent the radial resistive force (RRF) and the chronic outward 
force (COF). The RF of each segment consists of both the COF and RRF 
and represents a general behaviour of the stent itself.  
 
Since the strain gauges are applied to the aluminium cantilevers to receive 
the RF data from each segment, it can be said that the strain is proportional 
to the stress, which is proportional to the normal force on the cantilevers. 
The RF here is therefore derived by the strain conversions explained in 
2.3.2.3.2. RF (FRFSGn) in each segment is calculated by multiplying the 
normal forces of each segment (FNSGn) by a factor of 2/K. Where K is the 
radial force tester proportionality constant describing how the TRF of the 
stent depends on the input force. K, in this thesis is the relationship between 
the horizontal position of the pin arm (x) of the iris diaphragm and the 
diameter of the opening chamber (y) according to: K = !"

!"
. K = 0,23. This 

can be seen in Figure 10. However before multiplying the normal force, 
compensation of the friction forces have to be removed from the normal 
force results. This can be seen in Figure 11. This is based on [10] EndoLabs 
equation for calculating the TRF.   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 10. Linear relationship between the arm pin and the opening diameter of the iris 
diaphragm. 
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Figure 11. General force calculation concept. Radial force for each segment = FRFSGn.  
 
FFRICTIONn  = Resistance forces that arise in the system; which is the 
resistance found in both the iris blade friction in conjunction with the pin of  
the iris diaghragm.  
 
Where E is Young’s modulus for aluminium and A is the adhesive tape on 
area for the sensors.  
 
A method to verify the system is also developed presented in Figure 12. The 
first analysis was to compare the total input force and the sum of normal 
forces, since the input force is the only force acting on the system, the 
normal forces should add up to that.  

 
Figure 12. The design concept from above. Showing a verification method to control the size of 
a possible error.  
 
Another way to analyse the result was to compare the sum of all RF against 
the results from EndoLab[10].  
	
2.3.2.3.2 Material strain calculations   
Strain, or deformation of a solid object due to applied stress, is the physical 
quantity of interest in this regard when conducting the results. The type of 
strain here is regarded as normal, i.e. elongation occurring in a line segment. 
Meaning no change occurring in the angles between two lines originally 
perpendicular to each other.  
 
An important note is that strain is dimensionless, it is the ratio between the 
initial length of an object and the change of length and can therefore be 
expressed as a ratio between two lengths, e.g. µm/m. Strain is a function of 
stress, mathematically, the strain of interest in this thesis can be expressed 
by equation 1:  
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The normal force acts perpendicular to the area of pressure and is obtained 
when external forces push or pull the segments of a body. Most metals 
deform proportional in its shape to imposed load over multiples of loads. 
The key here is that the stress is proportional to the input force while the 
strain itself is proportional to the deformation existing in that stress. 
Therefore by implementing Hooke’s law (4), we can express our unknown 
variable representing the forces in each segment for all three LGFs. 
Equation 6 was implemented in excel to interpret the strain data.   
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
	
2.3.2.3.3 Speed for loading input force  
In order to continuously apply load on to the stent, an engine was used to 
drive the PASCO cart. The engine used was a synchronizing rotating engine 
with 5-6 RPM (4W, 220V) from Kjell & Company. The velocity of the 
pulling was calculated to be approximately 1.77 mm/s by multiplying the 
diameter of the tip on the engine times by the RPM. The effect on the iris 
chamber closing velocity was for each LGF:  
 

- LGF8: 0.24 mm/s 
- LGF11: 0.31 mm/s  
- LGF14: 0.44 mm/s   

 
2.3.2.3.4 Data and force conversion calculations  
According to the relationships explained in 2.3.2.3.2; equation 6 presents 
the conversion in excel from strain to force. The equation is implemented 
for each segment and time.    
  
2.3.2.3.5 Diameter setup  
In order to present the data as a function of the diameter, two separate 
systems were created. First, the force was registered with respect to time 
F(t). Then, the diameter was calculated through changes of the iris opening 
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over time by taking the initial diameter !"
!"

 and the turning diameter and 
dividing it by the closing time. In that way, a relationship between the 
diameter D with respect to time D(t) was obtained which can be seen in 
Figure 13, 14 and 15 for each LGF. Matching these two differentials with 
respect to time, the data can later be presented as F(d) for each measurment 
i.e. radial force with respect to the diameter.   
 

 
Figure 13. The diameter change throughout the experiment for LGF8. 

 

 
Figure 14. The diameter change throughout the experiment for LGF11. 

 

 
Figure 15. The diameter change throughout the experiment for LGF14.   
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2.4 Experimental setup   
 
The LGF samples were; positioned in the empty cylinder in the device. i.e. 
the chamber for the radial force tester (inside the irises). When no force is 
applied, the opening diameter of the device is 15 mm (maximum aperture) 
in all segments. Then, software and amplifiers are turned on. The programs 
are started to read in data, the engine is turned on and the cart moves to the 
desired position marked on the table representing the diameter reaching 50 
% of its resting diameter. The time is noted automatically in the softwares. 
In this way, the compression blades are moved together as the load 
increases, the opening diameter of the test chamber decreased by a discrete 
rate while applying a uniform radial load. The test is performed at room 
temperature. The computer programs are stopped before the engine and the 
data is saved for further analysis. The noted time is registered and a linear 
relationship between the dynamical diameter of the stent and the time for 
each LGF is created. This was repeated three times for each measurment.   
 

1. Measurement 1: Empty test  
Initially, the device is run empty to understand the offset and the 
relationship between the results and the calibration of the device. The setup 
is run by first checking the input force during applied load on an empty 
chamber. The question to be answered is what forces are needed to pull the 
irises without a LGF inserted. The measurement was repeated three times. 
One graph with all three measurements and statistics is presented. 
 
The strain in the different segments (SG1, SG2, SG3, SG4 and SG5) when 
no LGF is inserted was separately measured. This was repeated three times 
and the data was saved and printed in excel, the graph from CATMAN was 
snipped. The question to be answered is how is each segment behaving 
when no LGF is inserted and what is the offset of the device. The diameter 
principle setup from 2.3.2.3.5 was inserted.   
 

2. Measurement 2, 3 and 4: LGF  
The device was run with the LGF8 inserted by first checking the input force 
during applied load. The question to be answered is what input forces is 
needed to pull the irises for LGF8 to 50 % of its diameter. The measurment 
was repeated three times. One graph with all three measurements and 
statistics is presented.  
 
The strain in the different segments (SG1, SG2, SG3, SG4 and SG5) when 
the LGF8 is inserted was measured three times and the data was saved. The 
data was saved and printed in excel, the graph form CATMAN was snipped. 
The question to be answered is how each segment behaves when the LGF8 
is inserted. The diameter principle setup from 2.3.2.3.5 was inserted.   
 
Measurement procedures for 3 and 4 is equal to that of measurement 2. The 
only difference is that the samples was changed to LGF11 and LGF14 
respectively.    
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3. Results  
 
3.1 Measurements  
All measurements were made with a sampling frequency of 20 Hz.  
 
3.1.1 Measurement 1 – Default 
 
3.1.1.1 Measurement 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3  
Measurements of the input force needed to both drag and release the irises 
with empty chambers. These values were utilised for compensation of the 
LGF measurements. 
  
Table 3. Statistics – Input force, FINPUT.  
Measurement  Mean 

[N] 
Maximum 
[N]  
(50 % 
diameter)  

Minimum 
[N] 

Standard 
Deviation  

Time [s]  

1.1 0,374  1,496  - 1,050  0,680  30  
1.2 0,105   1,307   - 1,479   0,787 30 
1.3 0,110   1,524   - 1,668  0,902 30  
Total mean 0,196  1,442   - 1,399  0,073  
 
3.1.1.2 Measurement 1.4, 1.5 and 1.6 
Measurements of the strains of each segment when the device is active but 
empty.  
 
Table 4. Mean values of normal force existing without LGF inserted à FFRICTION.   
Measurement  Segment 1 

[N] 
Segment 2 
[N] 

Segment 3 
[N] 

Segment 4 
[N] 

Segment 5 
[N] 

Total mean 5,13 10,64 9,88 8,44 5,57 
 
FFRICTION for each data point was implemented in the equation for 
compensation of the LGF measurements.  
 
3.1.2 Measurement 2 – LGF8  
 
3.1.2.1 Measurement 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 
Measurements of the applied force when LGF8 is inserted in the chamber. 
Maximum force appears when the stent is compressed 50 % of its diameter, 
i.e. to 4 mm and then released back to 8mm aperture.   
 
Table 5. Statistics – Input force, FINPUT when LGF8 is inserted.   

Measurement  Mean [N] Maximum 
[N]  
(50 % 
diameter) 

Minimum 
[N] 

Standard 
Deviation 

Time [s] 

2.1 0,372  2,340  - 1,304  0,935 30 
2.2 0,198  1,895  - 0,844  0,662 30 
2.3 0,544  1,747  - 0,037  0,527 30 
Total mean 0,371  1,994  - 0,728  0,208  
	
3.1.2.2 Measurement 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6   
 
Table 6. Statistics, radial forces (FRF) of LGF8. All three measurements added together.  

Statistics   Segment 1 
[N] 

Segment 2 
[N] 

Segment 3 
[N] 

Segment 4 
[N] 

Segment 5 
[N] 

Mean 0,63  0,67  2,77  1,76 0,63 
SD 0,47  0,54  1,59  1,68 0,53 
Max 2,08  2,45  6,36  5,47 2,61 
Min 0  0  0  0 0 
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Figure 16. Top graph; Chronic outward force vs. diameter, Down graph; Radial resistive force 

vs diameter.  
 

 
Figure 17. Boxplot of radial force distribution. All three measurements included. 

 
3.1.3 Measurement 3 – LGF11 
 
3.1.3.1 Measurement 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 
Measurements of the force applied when LGF11 is inserted in the chamber. 
Maximum force appears when the stent is compressed 50 % of its diameter 
to approximately 5,5 mm and then released back to 11mm aperture.   
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Table 7. Statistics for LGF11 measurement regarding the input force.       
Measurement  Mean 

[N] 
Maximum 
[N]  
(50 % 
diameter) 

Minimum 
[N] 

Standard 
Deviation  

Time [s]  

3.1 0,585  2,684  - 0,872   0,822  30  
3.2 0,683   2,107   0,124   0,541 30 
3.3 0,861   2,310   0,024   0,646 30  
Total  0,710  2,367   - 0,241  0,141  
 
3.1.3.2 Measurement 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6   
 
Table 8. Statistics, radial forces (FRF) of LGF11. All three measurements added together.  

Statistics   Segment 1 
[N] 

Segment 2 
[N] 

Segment 3 
[N] 

Segment 4 
[N] 

Segment 5 
[N] 

Mean 0,47  0,75  0,97  1,20 1,11 
SD 0,42  0,67  0,60  0,88 0,80 
Max 1,82  2,51  2,20  3,85 3,08 
Min 0  0  0  0 0 

 
 

 
Figure 18. Top graph; Chronic outward force vs. diameter, Down graph; Radial resistive force 

vs diameter.  
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Figure 19. Boxplot of radial force distribution. All three measurements included. 

 
3.1.4 Measurement 4 – LGF14  
 
3.1.4.1 Measurement 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 
Measurements of the applied force when LGF14 is inserted in the chamber. 
Maximum force appears when the stent is compressed 50 % of its diameter 
to approximately 7 mm and then released back to 14 mm aperture.   
 
Table 9. Statistics for LGF14 measurement regarding the input force. 

Measurement Mean [N] Maximum 
[N]  
(50 % 
diameter) 

Minimum 
[N] 

Standard 
Deviation  

Time [s]  

4.1 0,862  2,077   0,055   0,672 30  
4.2 0,616   1,919   - 0,082   0,533 30 
4.3 0,619   1,813   0,154   0,504  30  
Total  0,699   1,936 0,127 0,089  

 
3.1.4.2 Measurement 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6   
 
Table 10. Statistics, radial forces (FRF) of LGF14. All three measurements added together.  

Statistics   Segment 1 
[N] 

Segment 2 
[N] 

Segment 3 
[N] 

Segment 4 
[N] 

Segment 5 
[N] 

Mean 1,12  1,67 0,81 1,29 1,23 
SD 0,61  1,09 0,47 0,97 0,72 
Max 2,87 3,28 1,77 4,33 3,32 
Min 0  0  0  0 0 
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Figure 20. Top graph; Chronic outward force vs. diameter, Down graph; Radial resistive force 

vs diameter.  
 

 
Figure 21. Boxplot of radial force distribution. All three measurements included. 

	
4. Analysis  
	
The systematic evaluation of the obtained data is analyzed by comparison to 
previous studies. This does only reflect the whole stent and not the 
segmented parts of it, thus no previous experiment have been made 
regarding the segmented radial force of stents. Table 11, 12 and 13 presents 
the comparison between the results obtained by EndoLab (column to the 
left) and the sum of the segmented radial forces of this thesis results 
(column to the middle left). Based on mechanical theory they should be 
equal if ideal. Also, in the same table, the total input force (column to the 
middle right) measured for each LGF is compared with the sum of all 
normal forces of each segment (column to the right). In ideal cases they 
should be equal.  
	
Table 11. LGF8 comparison with results from EndoLab and FINPUT.  

Value  TRF 
[EndoLab 
ref 10] 

𝐅(𝐑𝐅)
𝟓

𝒏!𝟏

 
FINPUT 

(LGF8) 𝐅(𝐍)
𝟓

𝐧!𝟏

 
 

Mean 5,49 N 6,41 N  1,99 N     5,50 N  

	
Table 12. LGF11 comparison with results from EndoLab and FINPUT.  

Property  TRF 
[EndoLab 
ref 10] 

𝐅(𝐑𝐅)
𝟓

𝒏!𝟏

 
FINPUT 

(LGF11) 𝐅(𝐍)
𝟓

𝐧!𝟏

 
 

Mean 4,71 N   4,50 N  2,37 N     3,01 N  
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Table 13. LGF14 comparison with results from EndoLab and FINPUT.  

Property  TRF 
[EndoLab 
ref 10] 

𝐅(𝐑𝐅)
𝟓

𝒏!𝟏

 
FINPUT 

(LGF14) 𝐅(𝐍)
𝟓

𝐧!𝟏

 
 

Mean 3,30 N   6,11 N  1,94 N     2,66 N  

	
5. Discussion  
 
4.1 Results discussion  
The measuring instrument is functioning as desired when it comes to the 
hardware constellation i.e. the process of the movement of the components. 
Theoretically, all the components and details is connected in the right way. 
The irises, cantilevers and sensors fulfill all the requirement.    
 
The first measurement was of the elongation and in turn the normal force 
that the system experience without a LGF in the chamber. This gave a 
description of the importance of the compensation factor for the values of 
the test results in the three following measurements. These results were thus 
implemented in the equations of force calculations to get the final radial 
force expressions for the different segments of the LGF. In measurement 1, 
Table 4 shows that segment 2, followed by 3 and 4 experienced the largest 
default load when the system was at rest i.e. the middle section of the stent. 
The second measurement, with LGF8 inserted in the system, presents 
satisfying values for the radial force when compared to the total radial force 
(TRF) presented in earlier studies [10]. Since the sum of the normal forces 
was around 2 times larger than the measured input, some error can be 
pointed towards the sensor application. However, no direct significance or 
difference between the mean comparisons of the segments. Segment 3, 
which hypothetically, was assumed to have the lowest radial force, seems to 
have the largest force. Looking at the suspected hot spots, i.e. segments 1 
and 5, significant similarity can be showed. Both relates to each other in all 
measurements in less than plus/minus 0.5 N. However, segment 1 seems to 
experience the lowest force impact.  
 
Furthermore, LGF11 showed an interesting similarity to LGF8 in terms of 
orderly matching values. The largest force effect appears to be in segment 4, 
with a slight larger force than the others. All segments experience very close 
values to each other.  However, a definite relationship between these results 
cannot be statistically motivated. When comparing the LGF11 results 
regarding the TRF, very accurate values are achieved with a small 
difference on 0.2 N compared with the earlier studies from EndoLab [10]. 
Measurement 3 also shows that the input force only differs with 0.6 N from 
the sum of all normal forces.  
 
The measurement with the LGF14 also did not show any statistically 
significant difference between the segments. Here, segment 2 experiences 
the highest force impact while segment 3 shows lowest force. Segment 1 
and 5 show steady value ranges throughout all three measurements. 
Compared to the TRF, the sum of all radial forces seems to be a factor of 2. 
The data values seem to vary randomly and it is not possible with the 
current technique to find the reason for this. LGF14 shows the largest 
relation from earlier studies than the other specimens. This could be due to 
the non-linear behaviour of the iris diaphragm whom are modeled as linear 
in this thesis, i.e. as further you come from the center of the diameter as 
more non-linear the relationship of K becomes.  
 
In addition, the results show radial force values whom are reasonable to 
expect from the LGF. The radial forces presented here varies between force 
magnitudes of 0 N - 7 N in 50 % compression. In previous measurements 
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the total radial forces of LGF8, LGF11 and LGF14 have been in the range 
of 3 N – 8 N[10]. The behaviour of the forces is however very inaccurate. 
The variations of the results is due to the strain gauge implementation and 
noise.     
   
There are several factors that most certainly affected the results, above all 
the error regarding the variations of the radial forces due to the variations of 
the normal forces due to the variations of the strains. The biggest source of 
error would probably be the experimental environment itself and the way in 
which the prototype has been constructed. The theory behind the prototype 
works and based on the results we can find a few connections to previous 
studies. The aluminium cantilevers are very sensitive and the preparations 
were made according to the product descriptions. On the other hand, the 
preparation of the material is essential for the strain gauge to function as 
desired. Since the principle of strain gauge force measurements on a 
uniform basis is well established, the concept of the prototype should 
operate correctly according to theory. The equipment and software used 
were faultless since they were tested before the experiments and was 
functioning as normal. Calibration was made before every measurement to 
make sure the data read in offset. A known source of error is the small 
misalignments of the strain gauge which diminish the accuracy of the 
answers and also gives a shear elongation making the output even more 
inaccurate. 
 
Electrical disturbances tend to be flattered out quite well using the Spider8 
bridge amplifier because it has a so-called carrier frequency input to the 
sensors that makes the measurement signal travel on a carrier-wave 
(600Hz), a good bit of 50Hz with harmonics. Having long cables between 
sensors and instruments can also effect the input strain signal, alternatively, 
utilization of shielded cables or lower sampling frequency can also reduce 
noise.  
 
The radial force is presented in relation to the normal force that occurs 
above the cantilever perpendicular to the surface. Therefore, the order of 
magnitude is less important information about the LGF compared to the 
relationship between the segments. Another operationalization could 
therefore have been done even if it, theoretically, should function properly. 
The experiment shows that theoretical knowledge and practical knowledge 
are two individual systems were both needs to be satisfied for an experiment 
like this to deliver desired results.  
 
Is it possible to determine segmented radial force using these types of 
technology? It surely is, but, based on this experiment and study, the 
solution would be a more complex device with a higher budget operating in 
a more controlled laboratory environment if a more accurate system should 
be developed. 
 
There are standard guidelines for manufacturers and developers regarding 
radial loading of self-expandable vascular stents called ASTM F3067. The 
document provided from ASTM is accessible against a fee. These guidelines 
were not used directly since this thesis was a concept study to investigate if 
the proposed setup was an accessible solution and not an actual machine to 
be used for final validated attempts. The documentation provided presents 
methodologies for experiments and format for presenting experimental 
results. Another important document that should be considered for further 
developments is ASTM E4 and E74. The E74 describes how devices should 
be calibrated for correct force characteristics. ASTM E4 is used for 
verification and traceability procedures for indicated forces.   
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4.2 Future work  
The research presented in this thesis seems to have raised more questions 
than what it has answered. There are several lines of research or continuing 
work from this work which should be pursued.  
 
Primarly, it is about ensuring the theoretical principle presented in the 
report. According to the fundamentals of mechanics, one can theoretically 
check that the principle is correct. However, this project also needs a major 
focus on the practical implementation of the manufacturing process, e.g. the 
surface treatment of the cantilevers and the process of glue is crucial for the 
result. A future investigation around the practical implementation would be 
of very valuable information, and especially for the error margin and the 
magnitude of the error. This since it is our intention to investigate the cause 
of the large data variations from the strains. An investigation like that would 
give a view on explaining how different physical parameters (e.g. 
electromagnetic noise from environment and shape of the cantilevers) 
affected the results.    
 
The second question to deal with is regarding the measurement error given 
by the strain gauges. The problem we really want to handle are the big 
variations in the data from the strain gages. A future investigation into how 
these strain sensors are reading secure data is of great importance. Analysis 
of shear strain and approximations of parameters could be an example of the 
project.    
 
This will hopefully eliminate any misunderstanding regarding the principle 
of this proposed measuring setup and in that case allow better identification 
of the existing errors.  

I would also suggest to take a step back and model the LGF using finite 
element analysis before the bench model testing/experiment. This could 
give a good understanding of the dynamical behaviour and magnitudes of 
the radial stiffness of the LGF before hand. There are multiple studies 
presented [22, 23, 24] that combines finite element analysis with in vitro 
testing experiments to both validate and assess the characteristics of nitinol 
SE-stent. However, these stents are modelled as basic cylinders and does not 
have the shape similar to the LGF.  

6. Conclusion 
 
The prototype that has been developed did neither verify or falsify the 
objective. Firstly, the magnitude of the measured radial forces was as 
expected, the results regarding the radial forces were in the same ranges 
compared to earlier experiments [10]. A clear conclusion could not be made 
due to the wide variation and lack of correlation in the data. Even though the 
results for the TRF of LGF8 and LGF11 was close to the values of previous 
experiments. We can claim that the theory and principle of this measuring 
instrument works due to the range of the radial forces. However, since there 
is no statistical significant difference and a large variance in the data, 
presenting any kind of results and consequences regarding the LGF is not 
possible. Instead, from the perspective of the device itself, conclusions are 
that the prototype does not present accurate results and should therefore try 
to be developed for further experiments by first being redesigned according 
to the proposal in the discussion on individual input force measurements 
instead of strain calculations. It is clear that the errors comes from the 
sensors and the raw data achieved by the strain gauges.    
 
However, as mentioned in the discussion, the prototype concept itself 
should be accurate. If the construction and experimental procedure could be 
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made with a higher accuracy and the method of segmented radial force 
measuring could be enhanced the method could work. For future 
implementations ASTM standards should be taken into consideration. The 
main conclusion is that other methods; either a new prototype or an assisting 
finite element analysis is required to achieve an accurate measurement of 
the dynamic segmented radial force of the LGF.     
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Appendix 1. Theoretical background  
 
1.1 Medical background  
 
1.1.1 The Cardiovascular system  
One of the physiological systems in the human body is the cardiovascular 
system. It comprises the heart, lungs, brain, kidneys and all blood vessels 
(arteries, veins and capillaries). Altogether, the vessels hold and transport 
approximately 5 liters of blood. The blood transports oxygen, hormones and 
nutrients throughout the body. The largest vessel leaving the heart is the 
aorta which can be sectioned into the thoracic aorta and the abdominal aorta.  
 
1.1.2 Aortic aneurysms  
Aortic aneurysms (AA) are enlargements of the aorta. The AAs are caused 
by a local weakness in the vessel wall which is then further increased by the 
presence of the AA. An AA thus increases the risk of aortic rupture which 
will lead to massive internal bleeding. The blood vessel wall consists of 
three layers. The innermost layer, consisting of one layer of endothelial 
cells, is called the tunica intima, the middle layer is called tunica media and 
the outermost layer which consists of proteins such as collagen and elastin is 
called tunica externa. The media layer consists of muscle cells and muscle 
fibres laying both longitudinal and perpendicular with respect to each other. 
There are different types of aneurysms. A pseudoaneurysm, of false 
aneurysm is when blood is leaking in between the media and the externa, 
creating a swelling. A dissecting aneurysm is when blood is leaking in 
between the intima and the media which might cause the intima to block the 
vessel and thus the blood flow. A true aneurysm is a swelling of all three 
layers simultaneously. In 2013, 152 000 people in the world died from 
AA[3]. Smoking and hypertension, especially combined, increases the risk 
for developing AA[5]. AAs could be grouped into thoracic AAs and 
abdominal AAs (AAA).   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 34 – Aortic aneurysm (A) and a deployed stentgraft (B). The arrows show examples of 

the aneurysms. Reprinted with the permission of the author[4].  
 
1.1.3 Endovascular therapy 
The term Endovascular Therapy is here defined as the medical procedure of 
which the surgeon is assisting the restoration of blood flow through an 
artery for patients suffering from AA by positioning a stentgraft from the 
inside of the vessel[7].   
 
1.1.4 Medical guidewires and catheters   
Guidewires in medicine are wires which are used to guide and control the 
placement of other medical devices, e.g. catheters, during surgery.  
Catheters consist of a thin flexible (different stiffness levels exist) tube 
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developed from medical grade materials. They are inserted into the body in 
different ways depending on disease and treatment. Catheters are not only 
used in the blood system but can also be used for other fluid systems in the 
body. Within the circulatory system, catheters are usually used for drainage 
and; transport of fluids in and out of the body. When inserting a catheter 
into the body, the process is called catheterization.  
 
1.1.5 The surgical treatment 
Ever since the 1950s, aortic aneurysms have been treated by open surgery 
where a large opening incision is made in the thoracic and abdominal area. 
The diseased part of the aorta is replaced by a polymer tube stitched to the 
healthy part of the aorta. During the procedure, the aorta must be clamped to 
temporarily stop the blood flow. This method can cause ischemia in organs 
left un-perfused during the procedure. In an endovascular treatment, in 
general, the surgeon places a stentgraft implant in the vessel covering the 
entire inside of the aneurysm which will lead to reduced blood pressure 
against the wall of the diseased artery and thus prevent the artery from 
complete failure. Within the endovascular methodology, the stentgraft is 
delivered using a catheter which is usually inserted into the femoral artery 
through the groin and then led through the arteries to the desired position. 
The method of subsequently introducing wires, catheters and similar is 
called the Seldinger technique. The position of the stentgraft is monitored 
throughout the procedure using x-ray equipment, usually angiography. A 
difficult part of the endovascular procedure is to handle the tortuous 
anatomy of the aorta and its branches, unique to each patient. If the 
aneurysm includes parts of the aorta with branches, the stentgraft need to be 
fenestrated and/or branched not to cut off the blood flow to any organs. 
These fenestrations/branches in the stentgraft need to match the position of 
the branches of the aorta. Usually, stentgrafts are custom made for each 
patient. The most common custom made stentgrafts cost approximately 250 
000 SEK to develop per patient. While a straight basic stentgraft cost 
approximately 110 000 per patient. Globally, around 200 000 abdominal 
aortic aneurysm interventions are performed per year. As much as 20 % of 
these aneurysms include the part of the aorta with branches to the kidneys 
and the liver. Interventions using fenestrated/branched stentgrafts cost 
approximately 600 000 – 1 million SEK per patient[5].    
 
1.2 The Liungman Guidewire Fixator   
 
1.2.1 General purpose of the LGF   
LGF stands for the Liungman Guidewire Fixator which is a medical device 
designed to secure the guidewire position in an artery or vessel, while 
allowing continuous blood flow. Thus making it easier for physicians to 
perform parallel procedures during surgery and to solve the problem that the 
physicians experience. One of the main issues during aortic catheterisation 
is the challenge to keep a stable guidewire position, especially in twisted 
anatomies. The LGF supports this process[1].    
 
A.1.2.2 Device description  
The medical device is a combination of three different elements or parts, see 
Figure 35.   
 

A. Fixating element.   
B. Guidewire. 
C. Retrieval catheter. 
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Figure 35 – Liungman Guidewire Fixator components. Source: Endovascular Development AB 

 
A. Fixator  

The fixator is a Ni-Ti (Nitinol) mesh made up by 32 wires which are fixed at 
their endpoints. The mesh is an SMA (Shape memory alloy) meaning it can 
be deformed and then retain pre-set condition by change in mechanical 
force. There are three pre-set diameters available for the mesh, 8, 11 and 14 
mm. These are designed to suit vessels with diameter between 5-13 mm. 
The fixator is designed to have, at least, 1 mm larger diameter than the 
vessel diameter (to assure contact with the vessel walls). By moving the 
guidewire longitudinally with respect to the fixator, the fixator will expand 
radially into the walls (step 6 in Figure 36). The screw mechanism at the end 
of the fixator enables deployment and retrieval of the device.  
 

B. Guidewire 
The guidewire consists of a hollow hypotube with a removable stiff core 
and a stopper positioned 3 cm from the distal end, all running inside the 
fixator. By removing the stiff core, the guidewire enables a 180° free 
rotability.   
 

C. Retrieval catheter  
The catheter is used to both deliver and retrieve the fixator. A 7F guiding 
sheath (steps 1-3, Figure 36) is used to introduce both fixator and catheter 
into the vessel. When the sheath is pulled back, the fixator unfolds into 
position. To free the fixator from the catheter, the catheter is rotated counter 
clockwise and removed. To retrieve the fixator, the catheter is introduced 
and rotated clockwise. The sheath is introduced and both catheter and 
fixator are pulled into the sheath.  
 

Figure 36 – How to deliver and retrieve the LGF. Observe explanation in the text above. 
Source: Endovascular Development AB 
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1.3 Nitinol stents  
In medical applications there is a large variety of different types of stents. 
Generally, stents are used to keep a vessel open and ensure free blood flow. 
A stent covered in fabric is called a stentgraft, which is most commonly 
used for the treatment of aortic aneurysms[8]. 
 
Stents can be self-expandable (SE) or balloon-expandable (BE). It is 
important to understand the difference between these two types, especially 
from a force perspective. The BE-stents are usually made from other 
materials than nitinol, e.g., stainless steel. BE-stents have a constant 
diameter when expanded and does therefore have a fixed interaction with 
the vessel wall meaning it has a more direct effect on the wall. SE-stents has 
a dynamic contact with the vessel wall depending on the diameter ratio 
between the stent and vessel. The SE-stent keeps its position in the vessel by 
exerting a chronic outwards force on the vessel wall. SE-stents are usually 
made of nitinol (Ni-Ti) and their shape can adjust to the shape of the 
anatomical geometry[12]. In Figure 37, we can see the SE-stent developed 
by Endovab used in the LGF. The LGF is a patented technique and no other 
developer has a similar solution. There are; however other manufacturers 
developing Ni-Ti SE-stents[13].  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 37 – LGF stents, diameter size from left; 14 mm – 11 mm – 8 mm. Source: 
Endovascular Development AB. 

 
The shape of the stent is achieved by heat treating the stent when inside a 
mould or a form. After heat treatment, the stent is surface treated to form the 
desired surface oxide. Finally, the stent is electropolished. These steps are 
crucial for the above-mentioned properties[11]. The shaping of the stent 
causes the wires to bend at a specific angle (for details see the method 
section [8]) while keeping the central parts of the stent cylindrical. This 
deformation might affect the mechanical properties of the stent making it a 
region of interest. The endpoints, marked with a black ellipse in Figure 37, 
is extra interesting from a radial strength point of view because of their 
shape and stiffness difference compared to the rest of the stent.     
 
1.4 Mechanical and biomaterial properties of Nitinol stents   
Nitinol (Ni-Ti) is an alloy made from Nickel (Ni) and Titanium (Ti). The 
alloy exhibit two unique properties, it is a shape memory alloy exhibiting 
the shape memory effect (SME) and it possesses pseudoelasticity or 
superelasticity (PE/SE). SME gives the material the ability to undergo 
deformation of certain structures at specific temperatures or by external 
mechanical force acting on it, and at another time retain its original shape by 
heating the material to a certain threshold temperature or by removing the 
load. PE/SE means that the material, at certain temperatures, can be 
extremely elastic. In the LGF application, it is only the manufacturing 
process that involves heat treatment, when it is used, it is only deformed due 
to mechanical forces. Nitinol has great mechanical properties and is a very 
strong material.  
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Traditional stent materials, i.e. stainless steel, has a very different, elastic 
deformation behavior; compared to the materials of the human body. The 
strain of these metals is proportional to the applied force and is usually 
limited to 1 % strain until exposed to very high stresses. The materials in the 
human body is limited to approximately 10 % strain with a non-linear 
behavior[15]. In that aspect, nitinol is more similar to the materials in the 
human body than traditional stent materials.     
      
Figure 38, depicts a stress-strain curve comparison between stainless steel 
and nitinol. The nitinol curve is divided into two parts depending on loading 
and unloading of the stress. During loading and unloading, the alloy changes 
crystal structure due to the applied stress. Both the unloading and loading 
(stressing) curve shows plateaus where large strains occur without any 
significant increase in stress. This phenomenon is due to the PE/SE effect. 
Due to these mechanical properties, nitinol becomes a very suitable material 
for stents. However, nitinol needs a good surface treatment to achieve 
optimized features, i.e. regarding biocompatibility and corrosion 
resistance[9].    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 38– Schematic over characteristic stress-strain graph for nitinol comparison to stainless 
steel. Reprinted with the permission of the author[9]. 

 
1.5 Force definitions 
One of the first and probably most important parts to understand about stent 
forces is the biomechanical force that is the result of placing a stent in a 
blood vessel. The stents can undergo longitudinal stress, radial stress, 
bending or torsion when in the body. Thus, a terminology definition of the 
forces of interest in this work is here presented.   
  
The stress-strain relationship for nitinol from Figure 38 can be applied to a 
nitinol stent. Figure 39 shows the process of a stent when crimped in vitro 
into a delivery system, deployed and expanded in the blood vessel[2]. The 
stress of the stent is expressed as hoop force, while the strain, represented by 
the radial displacement, is expressed as the stent diameter.  
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Point (a) in the graph in Figure 39 represents the relationship at rest. A stent 
of a specific size in diameter (e.g. 8,11 or 14 mm), slightly larger than the 
diameter of the vessel in 
which it is to be placed, is 
crimped into a delivery 
system (catheter) 
represented by point (b). 
The stent is released at the 
target site in the vessel. 
When released from the 
catheter the stent will start 
to expand, which is 
described by the red arrow 
going from point (b) to 
point (c). When the stent, 
has expanded to the size 
of the vessel the expansion 
movement will stop. This is 
illustrated by point (c). Since 
the stent is prevented from 
expanding to its pre-set size 
by the wall it will exert a 
force in the direction outward from the center of the vessel. This force is 
referred to as the Chronic Outward Force (COF). At the same time, the stent 
will try to resist any external compressions from the vessel leading to a high 
stress increase for a small strain change illustrated by the blue curve going 
from point (c) to point (d). This resistant capacity of the stent is referred to 
as the Radial Resistive Force (RRF)[2].  
 
The vessel wall will experience both longitudinal stress and circumferential 
stress. The longitudinal stress on the wall caused by the stent is denoted Ls. 
This stress is the result of internal pressure which is acting on the ends at the 
artery, stretching its length. The second stress, which is a circumferential 
(synonym for Hoop) stress (Cs) is the result of the radial action by the stent 
(internal pressure) pushing on the walls of the artery, increasing the 
diameter of the blood vessel lumen. To use a crimping tool on the stent will 
therefore be to simulate the influence of the external pressure exerted on the 
stent by the vessel.  
 
The stent applies a radial force (RF) on the blood vessel wall when 
expanding, generating the circumferential hoop stress. This hoop stress can 
be represented by an expansive hoop force (HF) by the stent, giving us a 
clear explanation of its effects, see Figure 40.  
      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 40 – Radial force and Hoop force presented by a fantom plastic tube representing a 
vessel. P as internal pressure stretching the diameter (HF) and radial force (RF) shows the force 
working against the direction of the stent. The sigma sign represents Cs in our case.  Reprinted 

with the permission of the author[2]. 
  

Self expandable stent characteristics can be described by two concepts, 
Figure 40 shows the perspective of the effects on the vessel wall, lets 
observe the stent yet alone. The stent itself have two forces of interest; COF 
and RRF (see Figure 39)[2]. The COF is the force that the stent applies 

Figure 39 – Stress hysterises. Biased stiffness 
demonstrated in within deployment and retrieval of stent 
in application. Diameter increasing in direction towards 
the left. Reprinted with the permission of the author[9].       
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when expanding to achieve its nominal diameter. This force is connected to 
the hoop force mentioned above. The RRF is representing the force 
generated by the stent to resist external compression force. Also this force is 
connected to the hoop force.  
 
There are different ways to calculate the radial force and hoop force. One 
way, based on Cabrera et al. 2017, is to calculate the hoop force using the 
strain of the wall and the internal pressure as can be seen in equation 1 and 2 
below.  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
However, based on a test description from EndoLab Gmbh [10], the total 
radial force (TRF) as they refer to it, the hoop force can be determined using 
a relationship presented by equation 8: 
 
 
 
   
 
The displacements of the diameters were measured until the stent diameter 
was reduced to 50 %. There is a linear relationship between the cross-head 
displacement of the stent and the diameter of the equipment giving us [10]:   
 
 
 
Also the radial force could be determined using equation 8 [6]:  
To measure the radial force directly through crimping cylinders that can 
register the self-expansion of the stent as the RF. 
 
 
 
 
1.6 State-of-the-art test equipment    
Today, there is mainly two ways to test the stent radial force capacity. It is 
done either by a circumferential crimping test or based on a mylar film 
design.     
 
1.6.1 Crimping test 
In the crimping test, the stent is placed inside of a testing fixture. The walls 
from the machine are then pressing the stent by inwards to its minimal 
diameter. The stent will subsequently expand, and the expanding force is 
registered until it reaches its maximum diameter. The purpose of this test is 
to determine the force exerted by the stent as a function of the stent diameter 
during compression and expansion. When developing a tool like this, 
International Standards as ISO25539-1 and ISO25539-2 are important to 
consider. Crimping means to press into smaller regular folds. An example of 
these types of tests is the (RX) RX550/650[14]. This device measures the 
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radial stiffness, resistive strength and the chronic outward force during 
expansion. MSI’s proprietary segmental compression mechanism is the core 
technology in the RX equipment, which collects data from 12 contact points 
and provides uniform radial measurement. The RX equipment uses an 
encoder for diameter accuracy, a linear actuator for activation, and a 
precision roller bearing system to provide a low friction testing 
environment. The ends of the stent can either be locked or free.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 41 – Example of iris diaphragms (compression site) and a stentgraft representing the 
RX550 from MSI. Reprinted with the permission of the author.[14] 

 
1.6.2 Mylar film  
Mylar film testing works as follows: A force 
is registered on a load cell which is placed at 
one end of a thin polymer film looped 
around the stent as vertical displacement is 
applied. In that way both RRF and COF can 
be detected. Observe sketch in Figure 42.   
 
1.6.3 Data and units   
Based on how the stress is acting on the 
blood vessel wall, the interest is to compute 
the radial force (consisting of both RRF and 
COF). The main way to compute the 
hoop force and radial force is by the 
unit of N. However, in this thesis the 
force, F, will be expressed as a function 
of the displacement diameter of the 
stent giving F(d) [N].  
 
1.6.4 Other test equipments  
In a study by Matsumoto et al. 2015, the radial force of Ni -Ti stents was 
analyzed using an RX500 crimping equipment. This equipment was 
programmed to primarily reduce the diameter of the stent to a specific 
tension. After that the device was let to expanded at a specific rate, e.g. 0.5 
mm/s. The results were presented in a radial force to diameter graph just as 
the test results from EndoLab[10], where the radial force was expressed in 
N. The data were then presented implementing statistical analysis methods 
with mean and standard deviations[6].   
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 42 – Example of a mylar film for 
measurement implementation of stent radial 
force testing. Reprinted with the permission 
of the author[16].    
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Appendix 2. Connection diagram to the Spider8 
amplifier 
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Appendix 3. Script for CATMAN (.IOD file and 
.S8 file) in a .txt file 
 
[HBM_SPIDER8_SETUP] 
ChannelCount = 8 
 
[CH_1] 
Slot = 0 
Subchan = 1 
Name = Channel_00_000 
Comment = "" 
Amplifier = SR30 (IDS = 5057) 
FirmwareVersion = HBM,Spider8-30/01,F07466,P32 
SerialNumber = F07466 
ConnectorPlate = No AP (IDS = 5555) 
SensorType = SQ Quarterbridge (IDS = 352) 
ExcitationVoltage = None (IDS = 0) 
GaugeFactor = 0 
BridgeFactor = 0 
NativeUnit = mV/V 
PhysicalUnit = keine 
ZeroValue = 0  
TareValue = 0  
X1 = 0 mV/V 
Y1 = 0  
X2 = 0 mV/V 
Y2 = 0  
Span (physical) = 700  
ScaleFactor = 3 
Zero offset = 0 
FilterCharacteristic = Average (IDS = 140) 
FilterFrequency = -1 Hz 
FilterHighPass = variable (IDS = 148) 
 
[CH_2] 
Slot = 1 
Subchan = 1 
Name = Channel_01_000 
Comment = "" 
Amplifier = SR30 (IDS = 5057) 
FirmwareVersion = HBM,Spider8-30/01,F07466,P32 
SerialNumber = F07466 
ConnectorPlate = No AP (IDS = 5555) 
SensorType = SQ Quarterbridge (IDS = 352) 
ExcitationVoltage = None (IDS = 0) 
GaugeFactor = 0 
BridgeFactor = 0 
NativeUnit = mV/V 
PhysicalUnit = keine 
ZeroValue = 0  
TareValue = 0  
X1 = 0 mV/V 
Y1 = 0  
X2 = 0 mV/V 
Y2 = 0  
Span (physical) = 700  
ScaleFactor = 3 
Zero offset = 0 
FilterCharacteristic = Average (IDS = 140) 
FilterFrequency = -1 Hz 
FilterHighPass = variable (IDS = 148) 

 
 

[CH_3] 
Slot = 2 
Subchan = 1 
Name = Channel_02_000 
Comment = "" 
Amplifier = SR30 (IDS = 5057) 
FirmwareVersion = HBM,Spider8-30/01,F07466,P32 
SerialNumber = F07466 
ConnectorPlate = No AP (IDS = 5555) 
SensorType = SQ Quarterbridge (IDS = 352) 
ExcitationVoltage = None (IDS = 0) 
GaugeFactor = 0 
BridgeFactor = 0 
NativeUnit = mV/V 
PhysicalUnit = keine 
ZeroValue = 0  
TareValue = 0  
X1 = 0 mV/V 
Y1 = 0  
X2 = 0 mV/V 
Y2 = 0  
Span (physical) = 700  
ScaleFactor = 3 
Zero offset = 0 
FilterCharacteristic = Average (IDS = 140) 
FilterFrequency = -1 Hz 
FilterHighPass = variable (IDS = 148) 
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[CH_4] 
Slot = 3 
Subchan = 1 
Name = Channel_03_000 
Comment = "" 
Amplifier = SR30 (IDS = 5057) 
FirmwareVersion = HBM,Spider8-30/01,F07466,P32 
SerialNumber = F07466 
ConnectorPlate = No AP (IDS = 5555) 
SensorType = SQ Quarterbridge (IDS = 352) 
ExcitationVoltage = None (IDS = 0) 
GaugeFactor = 0 
BridgeFactor = 0 
NativeUnit = mV/V 
PhysicalUnit = keine 
ZeroValue = 0  
TareValue = 0  
X1 = 0 mV/V 
Y1 = 0  
X2 = 0 mV/V 
Y2 = 0  
Span (physical) = 700  
ScaleFactor = 3 
Zero offset = 0 
FilterCharacteristic = Average (IDS = 140) 
FilterFrequency = -1 Hz 
FilterHighPass = variable (IDS = 148) 

 
[CH_5] 
Slot = 4 
Subchan = 1 
Name = Channel_04_000 
Comment = "" 
Amplifier = SR30 (IDS = 5058) 
FirmwareVersion = HBM,Spider8-30/01,F07466,P32 
SerialNumber = F07466 
ConnectorPlate = No AP (IDS = 5555) 
SensorType = SQ Quarterbridge (IDS = 352) 
ExcitationVoltage = None (IDS = 0) 
GaugeFactor = 0 
BridgeFactor = 0 
NativeUnit = mV/V 
PhysicalUnit = keine 
ZeroValue = 0  
TareValue = 0  
X1 = 0 mV/V 
Y1 = 0  
X2 = 0 mV/V 
Y2 = 0  
Span (physical) = 700  
ScaleFactor = 3 
Zero offset = 0 
FilterCharacteristic = Average (IDS = 140) 
FilterFrequency = -1 Hz 
FilterHighPass = variable (IDS = 148) 

 
[CH_6] 
Slot = 5 
Subchan = 1 
Name = Channel_05_000 
Comment = "" 
Amplifier = SR30 (IDS = 5058) 
FirmwareVersion = HBM,Spider8-30/01,F07466,P32 
SerialNumber = F07466 
ConnectorPlate = No AP (IDS = 5555) 
SensorType = Fullbridge (IDS = 350) 
ExcitationVoltage = None (IDS = 0) 
GaugeFactor = 0 
BridgeFactor = 0 
NativeUnit = mV/V 
PhysicalUnit = keine 
ZeroValue = 0  
TareValue = 0  
X1 = 0 mV/V 
Y1 = 0  
X2 = 0 mV/V 
Y2 = 0  
Span (physical) = 700  
ScaleFactor = 3 
Zero offset = 0 
FilterCharacteristic = Average (IDS = 140) 
FilterFrequency = -1 Hz 
FilterHighPass = variable (IDS = 148) 
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[CH_7] 
Slot = 6 
Subchan = 1 
Name = Channel_06_000 
Comment = "" 
Amplifier = SR30 (IDS = 5058) 
FirmwareVersion = HBM,Spider8-30/01,F07466,P32 
SerialNumber = F07466 
ConnectorPlate = No AP (IDS = 5555) 
SensorType = Fullbridge (IDS = 350) 
ExcitationVoltage = None (IDS = 0) 
GaugeFactor = 0 
BridgeFactor = 0 
NativeUnit = mV/V 
PhysicalUnit = keine 
ZeroValue = 0  
TareValue = 0  
X1 = 0 mV/V 
Y1 = 0  
X2 = 0 mV/V 
Y2 = 0  
Span (physical) = 700  
ScaleFactor = 3 
Zero offset = 0 
FilterCharacteristic = Average (IDS = 140) 
FilterFrequency = -1 Hz 
FilterHighPass = variable (IDS = 148) 
[CH_8] 
Slot = 8 
Subchan = 1 
Name = Channel_08_000 
Comment = "" 
Amplifier = DIG I/O (IDS = 5055) 
FirmwareVersion = HBM,Spider8-30/01,F07466,P32 
SerialNumber = F07466 
ConnectorPlate = No AP (IDS = 5555) 
SensorType = Digital I/O (IDS = 528) 
ExcitationVoltage = None (IDS = 0) 
GaugeFactor = 0 
BridgeFactor = 0 
NativeUnit = keine 
PhysicalUnit = keine 
ZeroValue = 0  
TareValue = 0  
X1 = 0  
Y1 = 0  
X2 = 0 
Y2 = 0  
Span (physical) = 0  
ScaleFactor = 0 
Zero offset = 0 
FilterCharacteristic = Average (IDS = 140) 
FilterFrequency = -1 Hz 
FilterHighPass =  (IDS = 0) 

 

Appendix 4. Iris characteristics from Thorlabs Inc. 
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